Combination of active targeting, enzyme-triggered release and fluorescent dye into gold nanoclusters for endomicroscopy-guided photothermal/photodynamic therapy to pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma.
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is one of the most devastating malignancies in patients, and there is an urgent need for an effective treatment method. Herein, we report a novel gold nanocluster-based platform for confocal laser endomicroscopy-guided photothermal therapy (PTT)/photodynamic therapy (PDT) for PDAC, which consists of four components: the PTT-carrier gold nanocluster, an active targeting ligand U11 peptide, a Cathepsin E (CTSE)-sensitive PDT therapy prodrug, and a CTSE-sensitive imaging agent (cyanine dye Cy5.5). Due to the strong coupling among cross-linked gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), the surface plasmon resonance peak of nanoclusters shifts to the near-infrared (NIR) region, thus making the nanoclusters useful in the effective PTT therapy. In the system, the labeling of nanoclusters with U11 peptide can distinctly increase their affinity and accelerate their uptake by pancreatic cancer cells. Cell apoptosis staining demonstrates that, upon incorporation of the uPAR-targeted unit, the antitumor efficacy of CTSE-sensitive nanocluster AuS-U11 is significantly enhanced with respect to that of the non-targeted nanocluster AuS-PEG and the insensitive nanocluster AuC-PEG. In vivo and ex vivo optical imaging confirms the high accumulation of AuS-U11 in the in situ pancreatic tumor model. Therapeutic studies further show that the combination of active targeting for tumor tissue, enzyme-triggered drug release of 5-ALA and fluorescent dye Cy5.5 in nanoclusters AuS-U11 could achieve optimal therapeutic efficacy with endomicroscopy-guided photothermal/photodynamic therapy with minimal side effects. As a consequence, the delicate gold nanocluster concept provides a promising strategy to enhance the therapy efficiency in the most challenging PDAC treatment.